
ORT IN LITHUANIA 

In the years 1918-1941, during the period of Lithuania's political 

independence, ORT fulfilled a mission of special significance among the 

Jewish Community there. Lithuania's unique territorial and political 

problems and her economic development caused the Jewish community to 

isolate itself. This contributed to the establishment of ORT as the 

only Jewish agency in the world which concerned itself with providing 

vocation21 traiihing for Jews and helped to improve their social 

structure. In Poland, Rumania and even in Latvia other institutions such 

as ORT arose. One such institution, IKA, worked along side ORT in 

developing activities in the vocational training field. 

The aforementioned special political and social circumsta 

led to this development were: 

a,) With the breakoff of Vilna from Lithuania, brought 

about by Zligovski~s conquest, Kovna was made the new, temporar 

capital of Lithuania. The young nation did not recognize that 

was in a state of war with Poland. The Jewish community which 

within independent Lithuania became isolated from the rest of 

the Jewish community at large. 

b.) From its inception in 1920 until its forced terminati 

the Russians, ORT was administered by representatives from all 

agencies in Lithuania. 

Through the initiative of a group of activists, ORT was cr 

was made up of dues paying members. These members would participate 

in annual elections in which they elected a representative body ,;.ich in 

turn provided people for the various administrative bodies. The 

standing committee was made up of a11 factions in the Jewish community. 
C 
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There were times in which the Zionists received a majority and 

times in which the "Folkoistsft did. This public approach found 

its expression in the foreward to the "Avodahw magazine in 1924: 

".,.In this magazine are brought together articles whose writers 

are of differing points of view, but who agree on one point which 

symbolizes the central idea, that creative work must provide the 

basis of Jewish life and "ORTw is intended to be the center f ~ r  all the 

aspirations aimed at that goal..." 

The economic condition of the Jews of independent Lithuania at the 

time of ORTts founding can Be described as in extreme crisis in 

Jewish trade ahd at the same time with job opportunities for 

craftsmen. However, it was felt that there's a need to prepare the 

young generation towards craftsmanship and industry, to upgrade their 

professional level and to provide them with the necessary machinery. 

There was a need to lighten the load on the few remaining Jewish 

farmers by sugfilying them with machinery, seeds, fertilizers, etc. that 

which was lacking in Jewish agriculture came to a practical expression 

in the 1921 Jewish Farmers Convention. 

ORT 's Foundation 

In light of the situation, the various Jewish leaders in Lithuania 

treaehed a conclusion. Aside from emigration, the only solution is to help 

a wide spectrum of the population to adopt to creative work and also to 

further strengthen the small industrial position already in Jewish hands. 

As mentioned, QRTts commission was established in October of 1920, 

The Jewish population took to ORT with enthusiasm and in a short while it 

became one of the established Jewish agencies and an important factor in the 

lives of Lithuania's Jews. 

Activites by ORT covered many fields: 

1, Vocational school, 



2, Craft schools in many small towns 

3 ,  Apprenticeship 

4. Vocational Guidance 

5 ,  Craft departments in the public schools and gardens near schools. 

6, Vocational courses for adults, 

7, Supplementary aid to farmers including equipment, seeds and 

advice, 

8 ,  Aid to craftsmen including equipment and tools, 

9, Creation of cooperatives. 

10, Workers compensation funds 

Time wise, ORT'S activities @an be divided into three periods. 

First period - 1920-1925, mabked the start of the Jewish 
communityfs struggle for survival and the rapid expansion of ORTts 

activities, 

The years 2925-1928 marked a slowdown in work and expansion, 

The third period, 1929-1940, was marked with considerable expansion and a 

deepening emphasis on vocationAl training for youths as well as 

adults, The aim was to reach the widest possible spectrum of the 

Lithuania Jewish Public. 

The First Period 

Initiative and wide spread expansion marked the first period of 

ORTts activities. Schools were opened for young and adults, as well as 

courses to help craftsmen complete their trainhe. 

Trade and vocational schools were founded in almost all of 

Lithuania's large cities, scuh as the vocational school in Kovna in 1920 

and the one in Vilkamir in 1922, 

Length of study was usually three years, The students were 

instructed in academic courses as well as in vocational ones. Mornings 

were spent on actual craft work and the afternoons were spent in the 

academic arena. 



The Kovna school was made up of three departments: machine shop, 

women's garments and tailoring, Serving as its first director was the 

engineer Karnash followed by Mr. Birger and later by Messrs. Yaphe and 

Tzarfat. The chief mechanics instructor was Mr. Numberg, 

The Kovna school, despite its right living quarters and lack of 

qualified teachers and instructors in various fields, developed and 

expanded nicely. The school's machine shop was most popular with 

the students. 

In 1929, the school turned into a 4 year vocational high school with 

full public school privileges, Only students with completed elementary 

school education were accepted. 

In Showl, the school included a carpentry department and a girlst 

sewing course, Many of the students had no family life and the school had 

to provide them with f ~ o d  and clothing. This school existed until 1925, 

The school provided a 3 year program with a study day of 9 hours from which 

three were dedicated to academic classes, 

Agprenticeship 

The apprenticeship program was created in order to enable students to 

learn a trade while outside of the school's framework. This program was 
d 

initiated in 1922. It was well liked and received mucljsupport from 
I 

Lithuania's craftsmen, After serving from L-1 1/2 years, the apprentice 

received payment for his labor. 

Vocational Guidance by ORT Along with The Apprentice ship Program 

The vocational guidance program was created in order to guide the 

youths in a vocation3best suited far,.them, Psychological and mental as 

well as physical tests were given in order to determine an applicant's 

ability, At the head of the Guidance Department was Dr, V. Lazerson, 
d Q $ $ & k  

the noted psychologist, and Mr, Koshlevitz, - the pedagwal expert, 



Guidance was concentrated on three fields: 1, economical consultance, 

2, physical examination and 3, psycho-technical advice, 

From the above it is clear that even at those days it was 

recognized that poor and slow students were not suited for vocational 

studies, 

In every workshop into which an apprentice was sent, an inspection 

was made at least twice a month, A11 the apprentices associated with 

the ORT program received regular class lessons at night. 

In addition to Kovna, apprenticeship programs were started in Rakishki, 

Vilkomir and o%her cities. 

Adult Courses 

One of the main tasks adopted by ORT at its inception was to 

provide adult t~aining to those in need of a vocation and to those who 

wish to complete their training, As early as 1921, the Kovna school 

organized courses for tailors with 4-6 month training period, Hundreds of 

people took part in these adult courses and many came from the small 

towns, In 1923, night courses were started in machine shop, shoemaking, 

tailoring and blacksmiths. These courses were 1 1/2~2 years in Length. 

The Attempt to Train Technicians 

Near the public technion in Lithania, ORT opened up a similar course 

of study using Yiddish as the official language. The class which included 

67 students was forced closed by the government because of the Yiddish 

Language use and 40 of the students transferred to the public Technion. 

Installing the Value of Youth in The Elementary Schools 

ORT organized vocational training in the regular elementary schools 

because its leaders firmly believed in the impprtance of installing 

the values of actual work and building up a liking for physical work 
1 

in the students. Teachers were also given courses in the crafts. In 



many schools ORT was able to arrange for students to take part in 

gardening in order to bring them closer to nature. In 1921, ORT 

organized 17 gardening projebts in some 11 different towns in which 

1240 students took part. This number grew in time and reached 5100. 

These gardening projects extended over some 60,000 square meters. This 

form of work-study was well liked by the students and many fairs were 

organized to exhibit the fruits of their labor. 

Constructive Aid to Craftsmen and Farmers 
-- 

In addition to the vocational courses for Jewish craftsmen, ORT 

fulfilled another important function. It made available for many 

Jewish farmers the opportunity to get back on their feet by landing 

them machines and tools. 

A separate chapter is needed in order to elaborate on ORT's aid to 

Jewish agoiculture. Withshe changes in the legal and political 

conditions of the agricul*ural resorms in Lithuania, efforts were 

made to at least safeguard the position of the Jews who already owned 

lands. Even this task was difficult because of ORTts limited resources, 

There was a need to carry out research to determine where the greatest 

need was. ORT's agronomers, upon visiting the Jewish farming 

settlements, determined that the greatest need lay with aiding in the 

purchase of equipment, sowing techniques, fertilizers as well as developing 

an inventory of live stock. 

ORT distributed aid to 328 farms in 43 villages, donating 223 pieces 

of machinery and making loans for the purchase of livestock and expensive 

seeds, 

Cooperatives 

ORT encouraged every initiative for the establishment of cooperatives. 

Already in 1920 ORT helped to es%@lish one such cooperative for 



shoemakers in which 25 refugees from Villna took part. In Eniksht, 

a cooperative was organized made up of 11 members for the production of 

woolen boots, Also established were the cooperatives of 28 taylors 

"Economia" in Kovna, 10 carpenters "Hopatish" (the Hammer) in 

Kartingen, the "Avodah" (Work) Taylors in Kovna, carpenters in 

Nishtat, and a number of others, The cooperatives were aided in the 

acquisition of matkrial, machinery and tools, 

Kovnals"Jewish Work-Shop" 

As mentioned, the old vocational school building in Kovna was not a 

fitting one, As time passed the need grew for making more room available 

for the growing number of students, Because of the tight conditions 

that existed in the school many students were rejected. The work shops 

were in a dark basement, 

A suggestion was made as early as 1923, to establish a center which 

will include the Zewish work centers as well as the vocational schbols. 

Mr, Ozer Finkelstein, one of ORT1s leaders at the time explained the 

envisaged center and the intent behind it: 

"The Work shop will have to take in the vocational school, where 

youths as well as those wishing to complete their training could study; 

night courses could be offered; establish a library and a reading 

room, assembly hall for lectures and displays. This center will insure 

the development of the future generation and its attitude towards work." 

ORT was to raise some $12,000 in Lithuania in order to complete the 

building. But because of differences in opinion as to the building's 

site, the plan was constantly delayed. 

As we summarize ORTts first period of existence in Lithuania, we 

can state that it was a period of constant growth in all fields with 

the intent of easing the burden placed on the Jewish community in its hour 



of need, to strengthen the Jewish position in the employment marke* 

and to prepare the younger generation for the future, 

The Second Period 

A slow down and a marked recess in activities hit ORT in 1925, The 

carpentry schools at Show1 and Poniven were forced to shut down in 1925 and 

1927 respectively, Tayloring schools in Vilkomir and Tlaz were also 

closed, The number of studentw in Kovna's vocational school began to 

fall as a result of the poor study conditions in the old building and 

the difficulties in hiring qualified personnel, 

Financial difficulties mounted as the World Center of ORT cut 

back its funds and aid. This recession of activities lasted until the 

school year 1928=1929. 

The Third Period 

The position of the Jewish community in Lithuania during BRTts 

third period-was marked by the cruel struggle for maintaining same 

remnants of independent Jewish nationhood and its actual survival, 

The economic depression which hit the United States at the time 

and led to the collapse of "Wall S%reet," caused thousands of 

Jewish families with relatives in the U, S ,  to lose a considerable 

amount of income, 

The Lithuanian Government after pushing out Jewish interests in 

industry began a Lithuaniz ation process of craftsmanship. According 

to the newly made law, it became mandatory for craftsmen to master 

the Lithuanian language, in writing and speech, and to keep them 

accounting in that language. In order to carry out the Lithuanization 

process in the crafts, the government opened up vocational schools 

in almost all of the large cities and towns, The buildings for these 

schools were new and they were equipped with new machinery. 

Dormitories £or students were also opened near the schools, The 
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government covered a11 initial investments and maintenance costs, 

All during the existence of independent ~ithuania, emigration by 

Jews continued with some going to Israel through the "Pioneer" movement 

and some to Western Europe to continue their studies. Many of them did 

not return to Lithuania because of the poor job opportunities and tough 

government exams forced on all returnees, 

ORT, being the only Jewish agency in the field of vocational 

training was compdlled during this period of politcal and economical 

struggle, to reenergize and expand the scope of its activities. 

It must be emphasized here that there was a drastic change of 

attitude among Jews, especially the young, toward vocational training, 

Youths from middle class families and not onLy the poor, began to 

seek vocational training. Even high school graduates, boys and girls, 

came to study in one of the many ORT vocational courses. 

One of the reasons for the change of attitude was because Lithuania 

was becoming industrialized and a good proportion of the factories were 

Jewish owned. 

This period was emphasized by ORTts constant growth that 

surpassed even the rapid growth of its First Period, 

The ORT school in Kovna grew considerably in 1928, Departments 

were opened in radio, galvanized plastics, and automobile mechanics. 

Because of uncomfortable and tight conditions in the old building, the 

girls' departments were transferred to a rented building. The workshops 

and the classrooms in the school building on Italia street were 

utilized from m~rning till night, with enlargement inthe numbemf 

applicants, academic classes were taught and transferred to the "Realy" 

High School building, 

In 1929, ORTts leaders decided to build the new school on 

Yanuva Street. The school's reputation grew and earned itself 



an honored position inithe community. The Ministry of  ducati ion 

bestowed upon ORT in Kovna, the full privileges of a Public School and 

named it ORTts vocational school Number 4 and also gave it a government 

grant, The Ministry participated in about 25% of the salaries paid to 

the teaching crews and the counselors. And thus, ORTts Vocational 

School in Kovna became the center of ORT'S activities in Lithuania and 

the pride of the World ORT organization, 

In 1930, ORT opened a vocation$l school for locksmiths in 

Vilkovishk, in 1931 a vocational school in Show1 with departments in 

both locksmithing and women's garments, 

In addition to the vocational schools, the network of adult courses 

widened to include training of beginners and for those wishing to complete 

their previous training. Courses were offerred in blacksmithing, 

elect~onics, locksmithing, galvanizing, tayloring, seamsressing, 

fashions, hairdressing, hat making, woment s Lingerie and others. Courses 

for German and Ozechoslovakian Jewish refugqes were opened in Kovna 

and Mariampol , 

Almost all of the Jewish taylors, seamstresses, blacksmiths and 

electricians in Lithuania were ORT graduates. 

To our regret, the ORT archives were destroyed during the 

hoLocaust after being transferred from Kavna, and little details are 

available on the participation in the ORT adult courses. But, it can 

be ascertained that in the last period of ORTts activikkes in 

Lithuania, a few thousand-youths and adults graduated its vocational 

courses I 

One personal note, the write of this article spent 14 years (1927-1941), 0 

out of ORTts existence in Lithuania 
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for 21 years as its director. While spending time in Ghetto Slovodka 

during the holocaust, 1 happend to visit the ORT School on Yanova Street 

in Kovna where a Jewish ~ivision was employed in fixing German 

vehicles, I joined that division in order to see what had happened to 

ltmyn former school into which so much effort and time went. I was 

shaken to see how documents of both teachers and students were thrown 

all over the yard. I coalected some of the documents and brought the 

material to the Ghetto. But later, with the termination of the Ghetto 

and the transfer to the Dacha and Shtothoff camps, the documents and other 

important recordings were lost, Most of the archives of the Central ORT 

office were also lost when the center was t~ansferred from Berlin to 

Paris, and when the Germans conquered France. 

Concern for Employment 

Among ORT1s duties was not only to train for a vocation but also 

to assure a place of employment. 

As time went by, the attitude of craftsmen and industrialists towards 

ORT1s graduates changed. They found out that the graduates even though 

slow in the beginning would quickly move and prove to be highly efficient 

and knowledgeable thanks to their $raining. 

At that time, industrial complexes for textiles were erected in 

Klaupda, Shantz and other places, The graduates of ORTts vocatinal 

school found good employment there and after a short time t ~ o k  over high 

positions from Czech experts that worked in Lithuania with temporary 

permits. 

ORT continued to supply machinery and tools to craftsmen and 

farmers, In past years the buying center for the various material was 



t h e  B e r l i n  Branch of QRT. I n  1 9 2 8 ,  ORT opned a l o c a l  sales o f f i c e  

in Kovna under t h e  name "Roymash" and made it p o s s i b l e  f o r  many 

craftsmen and farmers  t o  g e t  a i d  on ve ry  easy  and long range terms.  

ORTts A g r i c u l t u r a l  Schools 

ORT moved towards awakening t h e  i n t e r e s t  of  youths i n  a g r i c u l t u r e .  

The g o a l  was t o  prepare  t h e  youths f o r  emigra t ion  t o  o t h e r  c o u n t r i e s  and 

e s p e c i a l l y  f o r  Aliyah. I n  1 9 2 8 ,  ORT e n t e r e d  i n t o  a p a r t n e r s h i p  w i th  

t h e  a g r i c u l t u r i s t  union and e s t a b l i s h e d  t h e  f i rs t  a g r i c u l t u r a l  

s choo l  i n  L i thuania .  

This  school  was headed by t h e  a u t h o r  of t h i s  account. A s  t e a c h e r s  

were i n v i t e d  a few Jewish agronomers, among them E l i s h i v  M, Friedman, 

P h i l v i n s h i v  Gefen and Weiinstehn. The school  e x i s t e d  f o r  on ly  two 

y e a r s  and had t o  c l o s e  down f o r  f i n a n c i a l  peasons,  Many of t h a t  s chob l ' s  

s t u d e n t s  are now i n  Israel. 

On March of  1934, ORT ~ e n e w e d  i t s  t r a i n i n g  a c t i v i t i e s  i n  t h e  

a g r i c u l t u r a l  f i e l d .  Two suoh s &ools  were opened e s p e c i a l l y  f o r  

young refugees, one i n  Angarina,  t h e  o t h e r  in Klinova on land  owned by 

a Jew. The s t u d e n t s  i n  t h e s e  schooLs came mainly from Germany fo l lowing  

an  agreement between t h e  Jeiwslr Relief Agency and ORT. The ~ c h o o l s  

were headed by t h e  Agronomers I. Rasyin and Kagan, 

The a g r i c u l t u ~ a l  school  publ i shed  pamphlets t i t l e d  "ANU 

Neh-ke-yeh-Chak-la-yim" (we s h a l l  be farmers) and " P i r c h e i  B a i t "  

(House Flowers)  as w e l l  as a v o c a t i o n a l  ca l enda r  f o r  craf tsmen and 

farmers. O R T ' s  a c t i v i t e s  expanded t o  i n c l u d e  a l l  of L i thuania .  The 

expansion came t o  an  end i n  1941 when t h e  war between Russia  and 

Germany broke out .  

O R T 1 s  Voca t iona l  High School i n  Kovna 

A s e p a r a t e  c h a p t e r  i n  ORTts h i s t o r y  belongs t o  t h e  v o c a t i o n a l  

high school i n  Kovna which a c t e d  as t h e  c e n t r a l  school  n o t  on ly  i n  Kovna 



but for a11 of Lithuania's towns. In 1932, the school's most 

important departments -- mechanics, automotive and electricity, were 
moved to new quarters, The buildings were called,."Beit Hatavodah" 

(The Work House). 

The workshop of the vocational school for girls remained in a 

rented building. The technical and academic studies for both boys 

and girls were carried out in the new building on Yenova Street which 

included modern facilities. The old building on Italia Street was used 

for vocational courses for adults. 

As mentioned before, this school at Kovna was a 2 year school in 

its early years but later, from 1929 onwards, became a 4 year school 

with a prerequisite of completing elementary education, 

The school included vari~us departments: 1. Galvanizing, 2. 

electromechanics. 3. machine shop, 4. automechanics, 5. iron casting 

6. women's garments and tayloring. The tayloring department which was run 

at great expense had to close down for lack of interest in it. Seam- 

stressing and shoemaking departments met with the same fate, On the 

other hand, the pressure mounted for more courses in metals and 

electriaity. Space had to be utilized and many rooms doubled up for 

various courses. Even the new building couldn't provide enough space 

for the growing number of applicants and plans were made for future 

buildings. Upwards of 400 boys and girls ages 14-18 studied at 

the ORT Vocational High School on Yenova Street. 

The director and principal of that school is the writer of these 

lines, The principles of the mechanic, electric and auto-mechanics 

departments were the Engineers Solovizik and Rabinowitz and later 

Lifshitz and Sodowski. The technical coordinator was Mr. A. Nomberg. 

At the head of Women's Garments was Mrs. AltEeld and later Mrs. Yoselvitz. 
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The academic studies were directed by Mr. Koshlevitz, Dr. Yaphe and 

others. Near the school there was an assembly of he best engineers 

in ~lthuania among them Blumenthal, Rabinowitz, Rosenbloom, Czechnovski, 

Kolodni , HelLer and others. 
The graduates of ORT'S Vocational School Number 4 were titled 

"CraftsmanBf and received full privileges as did other public school 

graduates in Lithuania. The government exams in the school were 

supervised by a representative of the Ministry for Education. The 

reputation of the school earned a high degree of respect for it in the 

Larger Lithuanian community. Artifacts made by students had a good 

reputation and brought in money which covered many expenses in 

the school's administration. Many innovations were initiated 

at the school and orders came in from many places for various student 

made products. An engraver which was built in the school in 1937, won 

that year's award for excellence at the Paris world exposition. 

ORT1s Commission and Its Duties 

As mentioned before, there was a public oommission at ORT's head. 

The comission was elected every year through a vote by all due paying 

memb ers. The elected comission would then select the schoolrs director 

who served also as the general director for all activities. 

The candidate for that office had to have the approval of the 

Ministry of Education in order to assure his educational level. 

Usually the director would present all of his teaching and instructing 

staff to the ministry for final approval. 

The duties of ORT's director were many folds. H e was responsbile 

for the administration of the vocational school and carrying out 

decisions reached by the commission, 



The World Center of ORT would send money to the Kovna center which 

in turn would aid the other ORT centers in Lithuania's countryside and 

villages. ORT in Kovna would report regularly to Paris and inform 

them of its development. 

Among the more difficult of the directors duties was the attempt 

to coordinate activities with the various cinterest group which made up 

the Commissiona 

As a result, six ORT directors were changed between the year 

1920-1927, This could be a contributing factor to ORT1s recbssion in 

its second period* 

The author of these lines was invited to serve as director in 1927 

and remained in that position until ORTts destruction in 1941. 

The chairman of ORT Commission since 1925 was Dr, M. Salovitchi~k 

and later Dr. Sodarsky and finally Aba Yedida with the lawyer Makovski 

serving as assistant chairman. 

With the rise of Hitler to power, ORT still maintained a center 

in Berlin headed by Ms, Klemsntinovitzky, The German and 

Lithuanian OBT comrhissions entered into negotiation to provide courses 

in Lithuania for German youths. 150 youths were transferred from Germany 

to Lithuania, 70 of the students, in 2 separate groups studied in 

agricultural schools in Ongarina and Klinova where the lands were 

rented from two Jewish landowners. Half of the German students were 

absorbed into the mechanics and electricity departments at the Kovna 

school. Many of the German youths are now in Israel. 

With the end of the 1930's there began a flood of Czech refugees 

into Lithuania and ORT opened an electricity course for them in 

Mariampol. 
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With the annexation of the Klapoda region into Germany,the 

Jewish population was forced to flee leaving all their belongings 

behind. Most of the Klapada Jews settled in Kovna and Showl where 

ORT opened up vocational courses for the adults and absorbed the 

youth into the Kovna school, 

In the autumn of 1939, when the Second World War broke out, 

when Poland was divided among Germany an* the USSR in the Ribentrog- 

Molotbv agreement, Villna was annexed by Lithuania and thousands of 

Polish refugees arrived. ORT in Villna, with its technicurn maintain 

itself as an independent center. An agreement was reached and ways 

by which to coordinate activities between Villna and Kovna were found. 

At the time of the agreement, the technion was on the verge of collapse, 

Because of the war, connection with the World Office in Paris 

were broken and aid could not be received, But the Kovna ORT center 

still maintained large amounts of money at its disposal and could 

operate financially free. 

In the school year 1939-40, a number of teachers and engineers 

from Villna's technion were accepted into the Kovna center. Among 

them were the head of the electric department, Mr. Shorr, Mr. 

Kobraski and others, 

In face of the unclear political situation in 1939-40, and the flood 

of refugees, the pressure mounted from both youths and adults f o r  

vocational training. Courses were started in Kovna and other areas 

of Lithuania. 

In the summer of 1940, ORT in Lithuania underwent a serious crises 

because Russia annexed Lithuania. All at once, all activities conveying 

any signs of Jewish national character were forbidden. All the 

Jewish agencies in Lithuania including ORT were shut down. The ORT 

commission was broken up and the property confiscated. 



All of ORT's schools in Showl, Vilkomir and Mariamgol were closed, 

Special permission was given to open the vocational school in Kovna for 

the school year 1940-41 only, It became necessary to dismiss some of 

the teachers. The director, the author of these lines, because of 

students and teachers' protests remained at his post but was finally 

dismissed at years' end, 

The school was put under strict supervision of the Communist 

Party. The Communist Student Cell Block meddled in the school's 

affairs, We felt and we knew that the time of complete shutdown was 

near, The Yiddish language would disappear and the adminis8ration taken 

over by Lithuanians, Admission would be open to non-Jews - and the 

Jewish character of the school would disappear and it will become 

just another vocational school in Lithuania. All this came true 

two weeks before the break of the war between Ge~rnany and Russia. As 

mentioned, the director was dismissed, and along with him some Jewish 

teachers and instructors, and a plan for full Lithuanization of the 

Vocational High School of Kovna, was prepared, 


